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Introduction 

 

Human genome consists of 3.1 billion base pairs and usually differs from the latest reference 

genome, GRCh38, by 4.1 to 5.0 million base pairs (Altshuler et al., 2015). Most of the 

variation is caused by single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP). SNPs are DNA sequence 

variations of a single nucleotide (Wang et al., 1998) (Figure 1.). The mutation frequency 

must be at least 1% in a specific nucleotide position for mutation to be counted as SNP. More 

rare mutation rate is called single nucleotide variation (SNV). SNPs are the most common 

mutations in humans and millions of them have been reported. The 1000 Genomes Project 

found 84.7 million SNPs (Altshuler et al., 2015). The dbSNP database has 730 million 

human reference SNPs (rs), but the database also includes small-scale deletions and 

insertions, retroposable element insertions and short tandem repeat variations as SNPs (NCBI 

Insights, 2020). SNPs are not separated from the other smaller gene variations, so the total 

number of regular SNPs in the database is unknown.  Also, some of the SNPs at the databases 

are single nucleotide differences (SNDs) between different genes (Musumeci et al., 2010). 

SNDs are not different versions of a gene, but genes that differ only for a single nucleotide 

and have been mistakenly assigned as SNPs in some studies.  

 

Figure 1. Two individuals having a single nucleotide difference in a specific position. 

SNPs are found in both coding and non-coding regions of the human genome (Butler, 2012). 

In the coding region, the effect of SNPs depends on the codons. If the codon still corresponds 
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to the same amino acid after the mutation, the mutation is called synonymous and it has a 

neutral impact (Hunt et al., 2009). If the codon starts coding a different amino acid, the 

mutation is called non-synonymous and the effects can be positive, negative, or almost 

neutral. Non-synonymous mutations also include mutations where a stop codon is added or 

replaced. If the gene produces immature protein, the mutation is called nonsense mutation 

and if there is just a change of an amino acid, the mutation is called missense mutation. SNPs 

in non-coding regions can have varying effects depending on the region. SNPs can also occur 

in regulatory regions, telomeres, or centromeres and mutations in these regions are usually 

more pathogenic since these genetic elements have effects on multiple genes. Genes can also 

overlap which means that a single SNP can have an effect on multiple genes (Mullins et al., 

2020). SNPs that are tested in this thesis are from the coding regions and produce only a 

different version of a single gene. 

Human SNPs are studied in genetic and clinical research including for example 

pharmacogenetic and nutrigenetic research. Clinically significant SNPs are usually found in 

genome-wide association studies (GWAS) which assay genetic variation to certain traits 

(Pearson and Manolio, 2008). GWA studies are based on a large database of millions of 

genes and selected phenotypes of the study participants. SNPs that are found to be more 

common for people having some trait in GWAS are linked to some clinical conditions or 

drug and food responses. These clinical conditions often vary depending on the tested 

population and the outcome of SNPs can differ for people who have different heritage 

(Butler, 2012).  

GWAS findings do not always mean that certain SNPs have an effect on some traits. There 

can also be linkage disequilibrium where SNPs seem to be related to some condition or 

response when it is just correlation without causation (Slatkin, 2008). In linkage 

disequilibrium, alleles are found together more or less often than they would be found if the 

alleles occurred randomly. Alleles that have linkage disequilibrium are usually located close 

to each other in the same chromosome and are found to be more common together, for 

example because of the genetic recombination. Before one can draw conclusions from the 

effects of the mutation, the pathway from the mutation to a trait needs to be known. 

Gene tests are typically focused on SNP genotyping where a person's DNA sample is 

extracted and carefully chosen SNPs are genotyped (Kim and Misra, 2007). The results of the 

SNP gene tests give information about potential individual health risks and can be used in 
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nutrition counselling, precision medicine, preventive health care or improving general health 

(Mathers, 2017; Bachtiar et al., 2019). Patients can make changes to their lifestyles, 

medication and nutrition according to recommendations of the gene tests and therefore the 

results of the gene tests must be reliable. Falsely assigned genotypes might lead to 

misdiagnosis and wrong pharmacological or nutritional choices. Reliable gene tests must 

have robust sample collection, DNA extraction and genotyping methods. 

Samples used for DNA collection and extraction have different features (Table 1.). Buccal 

swabs and saliva samples have become popular sample types for gene testing. These are safe, 

non-invasive, and low-cost methods where no trained personnel are needed to get a DNA 

sample from a participant. Another method with the same features is dried blood spot (DBS). 

DBS samples require only a small amount of blood from the fingertip and participants can 

take the sample with a simple lancet. However, the small blood droplets do not contain as 

much DNA as whole blood samples. On the other hand, DBS samples can remain functional 

for years (Chaisomchit et al., 2005). Buccal swab samples are probably the most user-

friendly sample type, but usually include DNA and RNA contaminants from food and oral 

microbiome. The proportion of bacterial DNA in a cytobrush can be as high as 88.5 % 

(Gracias et al., 2001). Buccal swab samples are also more prone for sampling errors if a 

person cannot collect enough buccal cells, but with proper sampling technique buccal swab 

samples are reliable for SNP genotyping (Montgomery et al., 2005). Blood samples of 

healthy humans include only human DNA. Buccal samples also include more degraded DNA 

compared to blood samples (Livy et al., 2012).  

Table 1. Comparison of different DNA sample types 

  DBS Swab Blood 

Requires trained personnel No No Yes 

Painless No Yes No 

Contains mostly human DNA Yes No Yes 

High DNA concentration No Yes* Yes 

Viable for years Yes No No 
 

*High DNA concentration for swab sample requires proper sampling 

 

Blood samples require significantly lower amounts of total DNA as a starting material for 

qPCR-based human genotyping because the DNA is only human-origin. Microbial DNA 

should not affect the results negatively if human primers are used in qPCR. However, 

microbiologically contaminated DNA may not be suitable for sequencing-based genotyping 
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where short microbial-derived DNA sequences can align with the human reference genome 

(Trost et al., 2019). DBS samples contain only a few droplets of blood and therefore the 

DNA extracts have low concentration compared to whole blood samples where the sample 

volume is several millilitres. Regardless of the low DNA concentration, previous studies have 

shown that DBS samples can be used for genome-wide genotyping by gene arrays as well as 

by qPCR genotyping even after long archiving duration (Aguayo-Patrón et al., 2016; Sok et 

al., 2020). 

Various DNA extraction kits work for different kinds of samples usually with slight 

modifications to reagents and extraction steps. The extraction kits have different features in 

DNA yield, concentration, and purity. The time, reagents and equipment needed for the 

extraction also differs. Purifying DNA usually requires time-consuming washing steps and 

having more concentrated DNA elutes usually lowers the overall DNA yield. Alterations to 

extraction protocols can increase the DNA yield especially in DNA extraction for swab 

samples (Adamowicz et al., 2014). The extraction protocol of the manufacturer might leave 

lots of DNA on to the swabs.  

The main genotyping methods are sequencing, gene arrays and PCR. Sequencing is used to 

read almost the whole genome or some targeted area. Classic Sanger-sequencing is targeted 

sequencing using oligonucleotide primers and a mixture of deoxynucleotides and fluorescent-

labelled dideoxynucleotides (Crossley et al., 2020). Before the sequencing step, the desired 

genes are amplified with PCR to get enough starting material. Sample DNA binds to a primer 

and it is elongated by deoxynucleotides until a dideoxynucleotide terminates the DNA chain 

and releases the fluorescent dye. Each dideoxynucleotide has a unique dye and the 

terminations at the different positions in the DNA produce fluorescent signals that will 

determine the sequence.  

Next generation sequencing (NGS) is based on a multiple parallel sequencing of fragmented 

DNA sequences on an array (Shendure and Ji, 2008; Behjati and Tarpey, 2013). Before the 

actual sequencing, adapters are ligated to the DNA fragments. The adapters include, for 

example, sequencing binding sites and complementary sequences to the oligonucleotides on a 

sequencing array. The DNA fragments bind to the array by the adapters and are then 

amplified and denatured. The sequencing step includes fluorescently labelled nucleotides, and 

a fluorescent signal is emitted when the nucleotide binds to the denatured DNA fragment. 

The fluorescent signals are used to determine the sequence of a single fragment. Finally, the 
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reads of the DNA fragments are aligned with the reference genome to compose the genome 

sequence or a part of it.  

Gene arrays are chips that have oligonucleotide probes attached to microscopic spots 

(Bumgarner, 2013). Sample DNA hybridizes only with the complementary probes, which 

produces a fluorescent signal for the SNP mutations that person has. Single gene arrays can 

test hundreds of thousands of SNP variants. 

PCR is used to amplify just the desired gene elements. qPCR genotyping needs specific 

primers to amplify the genetic area and a reporter dye that expresses the presence of a 

mutation. TaqMan (Thermo Fisher) assays include forward and reverse primers and two 

competing probes (Schleinitz et al., 2011). Two different probes have a quencher and two 

different reporter dyes. Probes differ for one nucleotide and a probe having the perfect match 

is more likely to bind to amplified genes. After the probe has bind to a gene, Taq-polymerase 

will release the reporter dye and leave the quencher to probe, which leads to fluorescent 

signals. Heterozygotes express both reporter dyes and homozygotes express only the other 

dye.  

RNase H-dependent amplification (rhAmp, Integrated DNA Technologies,) assays have 

allele-specific primers and universal probes (Beltz et al., 2018). Primers have a modification 

at the 3’ end to block the polymerization and binding site for the probes. Assays also include 

RNase H enzymes that bind only to perfectly hybridized primers and cleave the primer, 

removing the modification. Only the completely hybridized primers can polymerize. Probes 

will then bind to universal binding sites and reporter dyes will eventually be released. 

According to the manufacturer, RNase enzyme increases the genotyping accuracy which is 

over 99.5 % for over 90% of the rhAmp assay (IDT, 2021). Compared to TaqMan assays, 

rhAmp assays have separated different alleles better when genotyping hexaploid wheat 

(Ayalew et al., 2019). 

The qPCR genotyping is based on cluster plots. The intensity of the fluorescence resulting 

from the release of fluorescent dyes produces cluster plots. Cluster plots have the 

fluorescence intensity of the other dye on the x-axis and the fluorescence intensity of the 

other dye on the y-axis. Two homozygote clusters are usually formed on the proximity of the 

axis. Heterozygous samples release both reporter dyes, and the cluster is formed between the 

homozygote clusters further away from both axes. The tighter the clusters are, the easier it is 

to separate them. If samples do not clearly fit to any cluster, those cannot be genotyped. 
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Automatic genotyping software can assign genotypes based on the angles between the 

clusters and the axes, and the distance between clusters. If the clusters are close to each other 

those need to be genotyped manually since the angle between the clusters is so low. Clusters 

can start to merge if the studied SNPs are in GC-rich regions and therefore SNPs located in 

those areas can be more difficult to genotype (Musso et al., 2006). 

Cluster plots are quite diverse for different assays and therefore one genotyping algorithm 

cannot be used for all the assays and manual inspection is needed especially if there is limited 

prior information about the cluster distributions (Lin et al., 2008). Different clusters have 

diverse variances and amounts of unspecific binding. More advanced algorithms that take 

familiar circumstances into account have been created for GWA studies, but these cannot be 

used in SNP genotyping where often only one family member is tested (Smith et al., 2007; 

Sabatti and Lange, 2008). For unrelated individuals the call rates drop significantly. Different 

algorithms work better for different SNPs and totally automatic genotyping might require the 

use of multiple algorithms and review of the mismatches (Perreault et al., 2014).  

If the DNA concentration is too low the separation of clusters needs too many PCR-cycles 

which may lead to a formation of primer-dimers and produce false signals. For too high DNA 

concentration, Mg2+-ions bind to DNA and not to DNA polymerase and DNA sequences do 

not amplify (Lorenz, 2012). Too high DNA concentration also inhibits DNA polymerase. If 

the qPCR includes samples with varying DNA concentrations, there might be trailing clusters 

or more than three clusters which makes genotyping harder.  

The qPCR reactions were performed using SmartChips (BioTakara) with TaqMan assays in 

this thesis. TaqMan assays are recommended to be used with 1-20 ng of genomic DNA 

(Schleinitz et al., 2011). The volume of the PCR reactions in the SmartChips is 100 nanolitres 

and therefore the amount of DNA in the PCR reaction is some picogrammes. Regardless of 

the small reaction volume, SmartChip platform has been considered to be a potential 

diagnostic SNP genotyping tool because of the high SNP call quality (De Wilde et al., 2014). 

SmartChips have been used with TaqMan assays successfully before in red cell genotyping 

(Denomme and Schanen, 2015). However, SmartChips are mostly used for gene expression 

studies and there are not many studies where SmartChips would have been used for 

genotyping (Lamas et al., 2016). There are two studies from mainly the same authors who 

have used SmartChips and TaqMan assays for genotyping in total of three different assays 

and validated the genotyping with sequencing (Sakai et al., 2018; Takahashi et al., 2020). 
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However, the validation data has not been published. These studies had few samples where 

genotypes could not have been assigned due to poor saliva sample quality or failures in 

qPCR. 

Quality control in gene testing consists of verifying the functionalities of the samples, 

reagents and equipment and minimising the human error. Verifying that the reagents and 

equipment are working as intended, gene tests should include control samples. Negative 

controls are meant to verify that there is not any contamination on the reagents. 

Contamination is seen so that there is amplification on the negative control samples. Positive 

controls have a known genotype and the results for the positive controls should be correct for 

results to be reliable. Positive controls are useful especially for rare minor alleles (Maddalena 

et al., 2005). If the minor allele frequency is low, a sample set might not include any minor 

alleles and it leaves the uncertainty about the capacity of the assay to separate the minor 

allele. Positive controls increase the confidence of the genotyping results. Quality control can 

also include requirements for the sample quality. These can be related to the DNA 

concentration or purity of the sample or the call rate of the sample. 

Human errors usually take place in the preanalytical phase when samples are handled before 

analysis and the sample is in some part of the phase assigned to the wrong patient (Ravine 

and Suthers, 2012). These errors can often be avoided by taking two samples from the same 

patient or regularly repeating tests for the samples and comparing the results. 

Direct-to-consumer (DTC) gene test laboratories have various quality control methods, and 

the results are often not reproducible. One study tested 49 samples that DTC gene tests had 

shown to have a clinically significant mutation in the raw data of the results, and it was found 

out that 40% of these findings were false positives (Tandy-Connor et al., 2018). 23andMe, 

which is one of the biggest DTC gene testing companies, offers raw data of hundreds of 

thousands of SNVs, but a study found out that thousands of alleles can be genotyped wrong 

(Liu et al., 2020). An individual would have approximately 5 wrongly assigned pathogenic 

alleles. When hundreds of thousands of SNVs are genotyped, it is not convenient to check all 

the results manually but to assign every genotype by the genotyping algorithms. That adds 

the error rate of the algorithms to the total error rate.  

There are previous studies about the reproducibility of the TaqMan assays, but not with the 

SmartChip equipment. Large SNP studies that include multiple assays and participants 

always contain some genotyping errors when using TaqMan probes and the frequency of 
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these errors depend on the used TaqMan assay and the quality of the sample DNA (Yu et al., 

2018). Sometimes errors are produced if the primers or probes are designed so that there are 

other potential SNPs on the binding sites than those that are studied (Gaedigk et al., 2015). 

When using only a few functional TaqMan assays and high-quality DNA samples, the 

genotyping accuracy can be 100% (Osaki et al., 2011). 

This thesis concentrates on the reproducibility of the SNP genotyping with the different 

sample types, DNA extraction methods and genotyping methods 

Materials and methods 

Consent 

Samples were collected from 20 volunteers. Volunteers read the research information sheet 

(Appendices 3 and 4) and signed the consent form (Appendices 1 and 2) to be willing to have 

their DNA samples to be analysed in this thesis. 

Sample collection 

Each volunteer took two buccal swab samples and one dried blood spot (DBS) sample 

according to the instructions. Buccal swabs (Sarstedt Forensic swab) were collected by 

rubbing the insides of the cheeks for 30 seconds per side with the viscose tip of the swab. 

DBS samples were collected to the PerkinElmer 226 spot saver card from a washed and 

disinfected fingertip using a lancet. The diameter of a circle on the spot saver card was 13 

mm and the blood spots should have been the size of the circle.  

DNA extraction 

DNA was extracted from two types of samples, swabs and DBS cards. Swabs were extracted 

with two different methods. Chemagic 360 (Perkin Elmer) magnetic bead-based extraction 

method and PureLink Genomic DNA Mini Kit (Invitrogen) spin column-based method. DBS 

samples were extracted with Chemagic 360 using the same extraction protocol as swab 

samples. 

Chemagic extraction from the swabs was performed according to Perkin Elmer’s protocol for 

buccal swabs. Each well of the extraction plate was filled with 300 µl of Lysis Buffer 1 

(CMG-748) and 6 µl of proteinase K. Swabs were dipped into wells for 20-25 seconds. The 

elution plate was filled with 100 µl of Elution Buffer 7 (CMG-748, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0) 

per well and the magnetic beads plate was filled with 100 µl of magnetic bead solution 
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(CMG-748). Chemagic 360 automatically adds 450 µl of Binding Buffer 2 to the extraction 

plate and Wash Buffers 3 to 6 to empty well-plates. If the swab samples did not have a 100% 

call rate after two genotyping runs, the swabs were re-extracted. For re-extractions, DNA was 

eluted to 50 µl of Elution Buffer 7. 

Similar protocol with slight changes to the amounts of the reagents was used for DBS 

extraction. Five punches of three mm diameter from the DBS card were added to 2 ml tubes. 

300 µl of Lysis Buffer 1, 18 µl of proteinase K and 6 µl of 1 M DTT (PerkinElmer) were 

added to the tubes. Tubes were briefly vortexed and spanned and then incubated at 56 ℃ with 

agitation of 2000 rpm for 60 minutes on QIAcube Connect (Qiagen). After the incubation, 

sample mixes were transferred to extraction plates without the DBS material. Magnetic bead 

solution was diluted to 2:3 with molecular biology grade water (AccuGene) and used 150 µl 

per well for DBS samples. DNA was eluted to 30 µl of Elution Buffer 7. Rest of the 

extraction reagents were added in the same amounts as for swab extraction. 

Swabs that were extracted with the PureLink Genomic DNA Mini kit were extracted 

according to protocol without any changes to the protocol. The amount of used swab lysate 

was 200 µl and DNA was eluted to 50 µl of elution buffer. 

DNA concentration 

Concentrations of the extracted samples were measured with Qubit 1.0 (Invitrogen) using 

Qubit dsDNA BR Assay Kit (Invitrogen). Each sample was measured twice, and the mean 

value was used. Concentrations were also measured with NanoDrop One (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) alongside with A260/A230 and A260/A280 purity for those samples that had 

DNA left. 

SmartChip preparation 

Samples were genotyped in qPCR using TaqMan (Thermo Fisher) assays on SmartChip 

arrays (TakaraBio). Final concentrations included 1X ImmoMix Red master mix (Bioline), 3 

mM MgCl2 (Bioline), 1X TaqMan assay (Thermo Fisher) and 0.3X ROX reference dye 

(Invitrogen). Final concentration of sample DNA depended on the concentration of the 

sample. The amount of sample DNA was always 24 % v/v on the reaction. 36 samples were 

loaded to one SmartChip including two positive controls with known genotypes (NA18617 

and NA20509 (Coriell Institute)) and two no-template controls that were nuclease-free water. 

144 assays were loaded into the array. 12 of the assays were run in duplicate, resulting in 132 
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unique assays per array. Duplicate assays were assays that were the most clinically significant 

or where the clusters were the most difficult to separate. Each sample was run in two separate 

SmartChips. The DBS samples had the DNA eluted to only 30 µl and there was not enough 

DNA for the second qPCR run without dilution, so the DNA was diluted to 1:2 with 

nuclease-free water. 

qPCR 

SmartChips were run in qPCR so that the temperature was raised to 95 ℃ for 15 minutes and 

then cycling 95 ℃ for 15 seconds and 60 ℃ for 90 seconds. The cycling was repeated 32 to 

50 times depending on the studied assay. For some assays the clusters started to merge after 

too many cycles and some assays started to separate only after more cycles. 

Genotype calls 

Samples were then partially genotyped automatically with the WaferGen qPCR Analysis 

software and partially genotyped manually when the automatically given genotype was 

wrong or lacking. Genotype calls were based on control samples, known allele frequencies in 

population and cluster patterns. If one or more genotypes were unknown for a swab sample 

after two qPCR runs the sample was re-extracted and run once more. If the samples were in 

different clusters or the samples were outside of clusters in different qPCR runs, those 

genotypes were stated undetermined. 

Reference laboratory 

50 µl of swab samples that were extracted with the Chemagic 360 were sent to the laboratory 

of DNALysis Biotechnology (South Africa). DNAlysis Biotechnology tested 120 of 133 

studied SNPs with Affymetrix custom SNP arrays (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Samples were 

sent frozen with freezer blocks, but the shipment took six days and therefore the samples 

melted during the shipment. 

Third party gene testing 

Two participants ordered gene tests from two commercial gene test companies that genotyped 

partially the same SNPs. The results of these gene tests were compared to our results. 

Another gene test company was in Finland which used next generation sequencing to 

genotype samples, and another was in Spain and used Illumina gene arrays. 
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rhAmp testing 

Those assays that had several differences between the sample results compared to the results 

of the reference laboratory were genotyped with rhAmp assays using Roche Lightcycler 480 

qPCR instrument. Assays were mixed with a combined Genotyping Master Mix and Reporter 

Mix according to the manual. 3 µl of the assay mix was mixed with 2 µl of the sample DNA.  

Data analysis 

After each genotyping run, raw data including the called genotypes were exported. Data from 

different runs for the same samples and different sample types from the same participants 

were compared using R software. The raw data from the reference laboratory and the DTC 

laboratories were also compared to our results using the R software.  

The reproducibility rate was calculated by following formulas 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑁𝑃𝑠 = 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠 × 𝑆𝑁𝑃𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑢𝑛 − 𝑁𝑜˗𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑠 

𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑁𝑃𝑠 − 𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑁𝑃𝑠
× 100% 

 

The GC content of the rs1042028 was calculated using the GC Content Calculator by 

BiologicsCorp. 

Results 

The participants were Finnish and consisted of 14 females and 6 males. However, the 

participant group cannot be treated as a random sample since some of the participants are 

related to each other. All 20 participants were able to take the two swab samples, but two 

participants could not take the DBS samples properly, so the results were from 40 swab 

samples and 18 DBS samples. Two participants also ordered gene tests from two direct-to-

consumer gene test companies. All sample types and DNA extraction and genotyping 

methods can be found from the flowchart below (Figure 2.).  
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Figure 2. The flowchart of the sample collection, DNA extraction and SNP genotyping. Solid lines 

describe processes that were done to the samples of all the participants. Dotted lines describe ordering 

of two commercial gene tests by two participants. 

DNA concentration 

DNA concentrations were measured with the Qubit fluorometer (Invitrogen) (Table 2.). DNA 

concentrations were higher for swab samples than for DBS samples, but the concentration 

varies more on the swab samples. DBS samples have only small droplets of blood and 

therefore the DNA concentration is usually low. Also, DBS samples should not contain 

microbial DNA and therefore the amount of human DNA could have been higher on these 

DBS samples compared to swab samples. Concentrations are low for all sample types 

compared to 20 ng/µl concentration that BioTakara recommends for genotyping studies with 

SmartChips. DBS samples were eluted only to 30 µl and most of the DNA of the swab 

samples that were extracted with Chemagic 360 were sent to the reference laboratory. 

Therefore, there was only enough DNA for NanoDrop measurement for all the swab samples 

that were extracted with the Purelink kit and seven swab samples that were extracted with the 

Chemagic 360.  
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Table 2. Averages and standard deviations for the DNA concentrations using different extraction 

methods measured with the Qubit fluorometer. 

Concentration (ng/µl) 

Swab 1 extracted with 
Chemagic 360 

n=20 

Swab 2 extracted with 
PureLink 

n=20 

DBS extracted with 
Chemagic 360 

n=18 

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

5.85 3.50 4.63 3.64 3.56 1.70 

 

Seven samples that were extracted with the Chemagic 360 and had enough DNA for the 

NanoDrop measurement had the mean Qubit measured concentration of 7.27 ng/µl. The 

mean concentration measured with Nanodrop for the same samples was 30.5 ng/µl. Nanodrop 

measurements were 4.2 times higher. Samples that were extracted with the PureLink kit had 

the average concentration of 4.63 ng/µl when measured with Qubit. Nanodrop measurements 

had the mean of 5.80 ng/µl so the Nanodrop measurements were only 1.3 times higher for 

these samples. The sample purities were measured with Nanodrop using A260/A280 and 

A260/A230 ratios. The average A260/A280 and A260/A230 ratios for Chemagic 360 extracted swab 

samples were 1.76 and 0.884, respectively. For PureLink extracted samples these were 1.35 

and 1.25. Especially the A260/A230 ratios were very low for both swab extraction method 

samples indicating that there were some impurities in these DNA extracts. Low A260/A230 

ratios can be a result of residual guanidine salts from the lysis buffer. There was a clear 

correlation between the DNA concentration and purity (Figure 3.). The higher the 

concentration was, the purer the extract was but part of the reason is that higher DNA 

concentration raises the absorbance at 260 nm.  

  

Figure 3. The correlation between the Qubit concentration and the A260/A230 (A) and A260/A280 ratios 

(B). 
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For DBS samples the concentration correlated with the average diameter of a blood spot on 

the filter paper card (p = 0.018) (Figure 4.).  To get higher DNA yield and concentration for 

downstream applications, blood spots should cover the whole circle on the filter paper card, 

but it is possible to get high concentrations also with smaller droplets. Five 3 mm punches 

should contain about 8 µl of blood, but there is usually considerable variation between 

individuals (Hewawasam et al., 2018). If the diameter of a dried blood spot is larger, then 

there is more blood on a disc punched from the spot. 

 

 

Figure 4. The correlation between an average diameter of a blood spot on a filter paper card and the 

Qubit concentration of the extracted DNA eluate.  

 

Call rate 

Call rate is the percent of SNPs that were successfully genotyped for each sample on a qPCR 

run. Call rates were significantly correlated with the swab sample concentrations (p < 2.5x10-

7) (Figure 5). Higher concentration led to higher call rate. Low call rate means that there are 

several assays where genotype is undetermined. Even though 20 ng/µl DNA concentration 

was recommended by the qPCR manufacturer, 100 % call rate can be achieved with a much 

smaller concentration.  
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Figure 5. The correlation between the call rate (%) and the Qubit DNA concentration (ng/µl) for 

swab samples (A) and for DBS samples (B).  

 

DBS samples did not have a significant correlation between DNA concentration and call rate 

(p = 0.057) (Figure 5.) but DBS sample concentrations had lower variation than swab sample 

concentrations. 61 % of the DBS samples had concentration between 1 and 3 ng/µl and 

therefore it was not possible to compare samples that had large differences in concentration. 

DBS samples had clearly a better call rate with low DNA concentration compared to swab 

samples. When the DNA concentration was less than 3 ng/µl, the mean call rate for swab 

samples was 95.05 % and 99.25 % for DBS samples. 

 

Comparing genotype calls 

Each sample was run twice and results of these two runs were compared. There were 43 

mismatches between runs (Tables 3 and 4). 36 mismatches between swab samples that were 

extracted with PureLink, 5 mismatches between swab samples that had been extracted with 

Chemagic 360 and two mismatches for DBS samples. Out of the 36 mismatches between 

PureLink samples eighteen mismatches belonged to one sample, eleven to one sample, five to 

one sample and two mismatches for one sample. All of these four samples that had 

mismatches belonged to five samples that had the lowest concentration.   
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Out of the swab samples that were extracted with the Chemagic 360, four of the five 

mismatches were for the swab sample that had the lowest concentration (1.26 ng/µl) of these 

samples. One mismatch was for another low concentration swab sample (2.82 ng/µl). On 

assay for rs143383, the sample was falsely genotyped to have a TT allele when the CT allele 

was the right genotype according to other samples from the same participant (Figure 6.). On 

the first run, the sample was at the bottom of the heterozygote cluster and on the second run it 

was on top of the homozygote cluster. For DBS samples, two mismatches were on assay for 

rs7041. Both mismatches had been genotyped to heterozygotes (GT) when the right genotype 

was homozygous (GG) according to other samples from the same participant.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A                    B 

 

Figure 6. Rs143383. The same sample (yellow dot) was first part of the VIC/FAM cluster (blue) (A) 

and then part of the VIC/VIC cluster (green) (B). 

 

Swab samples that were extracted with Chemagic 360 and had mismatches were re-extracted 

and re-run to determine the right genotype. If the re-extraction did not help to determine the 

right genotype, it was left as undetermined. Eventually three of the swab samples that were 

extracted with the Chemagic 360 had one SNP genotype undetermined and four of the DBS 

samples had one SNP genotype undetermined. Swab samples that were extracted with the 

PureLink had one sample with 30 undetermined SNPs, one sample with 23 undetermined 

SNPs, one sample with 10 undetermined SNPs, one sample with two undetermined SNPs and 

one sample with one undetermined SNP. The reproducibility rate was 99.4 % for samples 

between two different runs for all the sample types and extraction methods combined. 

Individually per extraction method and sample types, reproducibility results were 99.8% for 
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the swab samples extracted with the Chemagic 360, 98.6% for the swab samples extracted 

with the PureLink and 99.9% for the DBS samples. 

After the comparison of the same samples, results were combined so that mismatches were 

assigned as undetermined, and the combined results of the different sample types were 

compared. The results of the swab samples that were extracted with Chemagic 360 and the 

DBS samples did not differ at all for those SNP genotypes that were determined. The 

reproducibility rate between these sample types was 100 % when both samples had been run 

at least twice. Swab samples that were extracted with PureLink had 9 differences between 

other swab samples and DBS samples. All differences were from three samples that had the 

lowest DNA concentration. The reproducibility rates between these sample types were 99.7 

% and 99.6 % respectively. Even though there were nine differences for both sample types, 

there is a slight gap in the reproducibility rate for the number of no-calls. 

Table 3. The concentrations and functionalities of the PureLink extracted swab samples and DBS 

samples. If an SNP was unknown after two runs, it was assigned as a no-call. 

PureLink extracted swabs DBS 

Concentration 
(ng/µl) 

Call 
rate 
after 
the 
first 
run 

Mismatches 
between 

runs 

Mismatches 
with 

Chemagic 360 
swab 

No-
calls 

Concentration 
(ng/µl) 

Call 
rate 
after 
first 
run 

Mismatches 
between 

runs 

Mismatches 
with 

Chemagic 360 
swab 

No-
calls 

1.168 84.72 11 3 23 1.478 99.31 0 0 1 

1.184 84.72 18 5 30 1.698 100 1 0 1 

1.406 90.97 5 1 10 1.778 100 0 0 0 

1.488 95.14 0 0 0 2.024 95.83 0 0 0 

1.814 95.83 2 0 2 2.468 100 0 0 0 

2.006 98.61 0 0 0 2.48 100 0 0 0 

2.416 98.61 0 0 0 2.762 100 0 0 0 

2.724 98.61 0 0 0 2.82 100 0 0 0 

2.86 97.22 0 0 0 3.146 99.31 1 0 1 

2.868 100 0 0 0 3.282 98.61 0 0 0 

3.422 100 0 0 0 3.434 100 0 0 0 

3.754 99.31 0 0 0 3.948 99.31 0 0 0 

5.26 100 0 0 0 4.28 99.31 0 0 0 

5.84 100 0 0 0 4.44 98.61 0 0 1 

6.34 100 0 0 0 4.64 99.31 0 0 0 

6.48 100 0 0 0 4.9 100 0 0 0 

6.64 100 0 0 0 7.06 100 0 0 0 

9.26 100 0 0 0 7.5 100 0 0 0 

11.02 99.31 0 0 1      

14.68 100 0 0 0      
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Reference laboratory 

These results were then compared to the results from the reference laboratory. The reference 

laboratory got results for 18 of the 20 swab samples. A total of 23 genotypes were 

undetermined (Table 4). 18 of the 23 undetermined genotypes belonged to three samples. 

Nine of these undetermined genotypes were for one sample and two other samples had four 

undetermined genotypes each. Results differed for the sample that had nine undetermined 

genotypes in four assays, and for one sample that had four undetermined genotypes in four 

genotypes also. On top of these there were five differences in assay for rs334555 and five 

differences in assay for rs1042028. In total there were 17 differences in 2137 genotypes 

resulting in a genotyping accuracy of 99.2 % when compared to Chemagic 360 swab samples 

that were genotyped with the SmartChip system. What is notable for the different calls is that 

all of these, except for assays for rs334555 and rs1042028, had been genotyped homozygotes 

in our laboratory and heterozygotes in the reference laboratory. Usually, the heterozygote 

frequency rises if the sample quality is low (Leal, 2005). If the separation algorithm is not 

detailed for separating the clusters, samples that are homozygotes can be genotyped as 

heterozygotes when using the Affymetrix gene chips (Schillert et al., 2009). If the three 

samples that had many undetermined calls are excluded, the genotyping accuracy is 99.4% 

and all the differences are from assays for rs334555 and rs1042028.  

All the five differences in assay for rs1042028 had been genotyped to the AG allele in our 

laboratory and AA in the reference laboratory. 38 % of the Finnish population has at least one 

A allele so it is not questionable that five participants (28 %) had the AA allele (Yates et al., 

2020). AG and AA clusters in the assay for rs1042028 are close to each other in the cluster 

plot of the TaqMan assays (Figure 7.). Because there are different clinical outcomes for AG 

and AA allele carriers, those should be able to be separated to get the correct information for 

the tested person (Tengström et al., 2012). GC-content for the rs1042028 region is over 70 % 

and it could therefore be difficult to design a functioning assay there (ThermoFisher, 2021). 

Four of the five differences in assay for rs334555 had been genotyped to CG allele in our 

laboratory and GG in the reference laboratory. Only 1 % of the Finnish population has the 

GG genotype on the rs334555 (Yates et al., 2020). Although the participants were not a 

random sample from the Finnish population, it was not probable that four of the 18 samples 

(22 %) that had been tested in the reference laboratory had the GG genotype. GC and GG 
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clusters can be usually separated in the assay for rs334555 (Figure 7.). G is a minor allele for 

rs334555. When these mutations are rare, it means that these minor homozygote clusters are 

small and if those are close to heterozygotes it is difficult for the automated program and 

manual visual calling to separate the clusters.  

 

Figure 7. Assay for rs1042028 (A) and assay for rs334555 (B). In the assay for rs1042028, red 

samples have genotype AA, blue AG and green GG. Where GG is clearly a distinct cluster, AG and 

AA clusters are close to each other and need to be manually separated since the software can not do it 

automatically. In the assay for rs334555, red samples have genotype GG, blue CG and green CC. CC 

cluster is easy to separate but GG and CG clusters are close to each other. Orange sample has not been 

amplified.  
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Table 4. Chemagic 360 extracted samples. If an SNP was unknown after two runs, it was assigned as 

a no-call. 

Chemagic 360 extracted swab samples 
Concentration 

(ng/µl) 
Call rate on the 

first run 
Mismatches between 

two runs 
Mismatches with the 
reference laboratory 

No-
calls 

No-calls in the reference 
laboratory 

1.264 93.06 4 No results 1 No results 

1.642 97.92 0 0 0 2 

2.53 92.36 0 4 0 9 

2.57 97.92 0 0 0 0 

2.79 97.92 0 0 0 0 

2.82 98.61 1 0 1 0 

3.11 97.22 0 4 0 3 

4.48 98.61 0 0 0 0 

4.63 99.31 0 2* 0 0 

4.96 100 0 0 0 0 

5.14 99.31 0 1* 0 1 

5.18 100 0 1* 0 4 

6.54 97.22 0 1* 0 0 

6.75 100 0 1* 0 0 

7.47 100 0 1* 0 2 

7.68 100 0 0 0 0 

9.31 98.61 0 0 1 1 

9.75 100 0 No results 0 No results 

12.19 100 0 0 0 0 

14.7 100 0 2* 0 1 

*Mismatches with the reference laboratory are only from the rs334555 and rs1042028. 

RhAmp genotyping 

The rs334555 had five differences between the results of the reference laboratory and our 

laboratory. Four of the differences had been genotyped to GG, which is a rare genotype. Only 

1 % of the Finnish population has the GG genotype. Therefore, the samples were also run 

with the rs334555 rhAmp assay in addition to the TaqMan assay. The rs1042028 also had 

five differences between the results of the reference laboratory and our laboratory. Samples 

were run also with the rs1042028 rhAmp assay. Because of the low amounts of DNA, eight 

samples had to be re-extracted from the dried blood spots. However, these re-extracted 

samples did not amplify in either of the assays. Those samples that were amplified showed 

that the results of the rs334555 were correct in our laboratory and the results of the rs1042028 

were correct in the reference laboratory. The rhAmp assay for the rs1042028 was better at 

separating the AA and AG clusters than the TaqMan assay.  
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Third-party gene tests 

Two participants ordered gene test kits from direct-to-consumer (DTC) companies from 

Finland and Spain. The Finnish DTC company mentions on their website using high-

throughput or next generation sequencing technology for genotyping. The sample material for 

the gene test was saliva. They reported 646 047 SNPs. 119 of the reported SNPs were the 

same SNPs that were tested in this study. The other participant had different results for two 

SNPs: rs429358 and rs1799983 and the other one had a different result also for rs1799983. 

These SNPs had the same results between our laboratory and the reference laboratory. 

Unfortunately, they did not report the rs334555 at all and could not tell the genotypes for the 

rs1042028 for either of the patients. They stated on the raw data that all genotypes are 

reported as forward strand genotypes. However, three SNPs, rs5128, rs6295 and rs713598, 

had a different genotype result compared to our results but would match the reverse strand. It 

was unsure if these results are mistakenly reported to be from forward strand or if there is a 

different genotype reported and these were left out of the reproducibility rate calculations. 

There were three mismatches for 238 common SNPs and the reproducibility rate was then 

98.7 %. Two of the mismatches were from the same SNP, rs1799983, where our laboratory 

and the reference laboratory had resulted in the GG genotype and the Finnish DTC company 

resulted in the GT genotype. Rs429358 had one mismatch and that is an assay that was run in 

double in each qPCR run in our laboratory and therefore it is unlikely that the SNP was 

wrongly genotyped in our laboratory. 

The Spanish DTC company reported 727 758 SNPs and 104 of these were common with the 

studied SNPs. These also did not include rs334555 or rs1042028 SNPs. They did not state 

whether the genotypes were from the forward strand or reverse strand. For both participants 

there were differences with rs1799883 (This is a different SNP than rs1799983 that we had 

differences with the Finnish DTC company) and rs2228570 SNPs and there was not a 

genotype assigned to SNP rs1065411. The other participant also did not get results for the 

rs429358. With four mismatches for the 205 common SNP, the reproducibility rate was 

98.0%. Both participants that sent their samples to these DTC companies were females, but 

the other participant had also assigned genotypes for a few genes that are located at the Y 

chromosome in her raw data. These genotypes can be a sign of a non-specific hybridization. 

The genotype for the rs1799883 was AT for the other participant and TT for the other 

participant in the raw data of Spanish DTC company, but this SNP is G to A polymorphism 
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(or C to T in reverse strand) and therefore the AT allele should not be even a possible 

outcome (Baier et al., 1995). 

The results of the Finnish and the Spanish DTC companies were compared so that results that 

could have been the same allele but from different strands were excluded since it was 

unknown which strand the Spanish DTC company used. For example, if the possible alleles 

were AA, AT and TT and the other result was AA and the other result was TT, the SNP 

would have been excluded. After the exclusion, for the two participants there were 253 411 

and 254 228 common SNPs between the Finnish and the Spanish DTC company of which 

163 and 94 genotype results did not match, respectively. The reproducibility rate was 99.9% 

between the Finnish and the Spanish DTC companies. Even though the reproducibility rate is 

high, there are many falsely assigned genotypes when the raw data consists of hundreds of 

thousands of SNPs. 

When comparing the genotype results of the swab samples that were extracted with 

Chemagic 360, there were no differences with the DBS sample type (Figure 9.). So the 

reproducibility was highest between sample types. The results differed most with the third-

party DTC laboratories, but the sample size was smallest there. Switching the extraction 

method lowered the DNA concentration and the call rates and produced more mismatches. 

DNA quality might have also been too low for some samples for the alternative genotyping 

method which also produced some mismatches. 

 

Figure 9. The reproducibility rate of the results of the swab sample that was extracted with Chemagic 

360. 
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Discussion 

The results of the SNP gene tests are utilised in medication and nutrition and the results must 

be reliable. The results should be reproducible regardless of the used sample type, extraction 

method and genotyping method. It is important to find the factors that add variation to the 

results to develop and optimise the genotyping to be more reliable and reproducible. Two 

swab samples and one DBS sample were collected from each participant to study if the 

sample material affects genotyping. Samples were also genotyped in the reference laboratory 

and in two different direct-to-consumer gene test companies to see if switching the 

genotyping method had an impact on the genotyping results. 

TaqMan assays have been widely used for SNP genotyping and the error-rate has been 

relatively small (Osaki et al., 2011). There are only a few studies where TaqMan assays have 

been used with SmartChips like in this study and those studies have not been focused on the 

quality assessment of the method unlike this thesis (Sakai et al., 2018; Takahashi et al., 

2020).  

The extracted DNA samples did not reach the concentration criteria, 20 ng/µl, set by the 

qPCR manufacturer, BioTakara, but the SNP genotyping results were still reproducible for 

most of the samples. Only a few low-concentration swab samples produced mismatches and 

two DBS samples produced a mismatch on the same assay on the same chip. The highest 

Qubit DNA concentration for a sample that had at least one mismatch with SmartChip 

genotyping was 2.82 ng/µl. The samples that had the DNA concentration 2.86 – 14.7 ng/µl 

did not have any mismatches. The DNA concentration had a clear correlation with the qPCR 

performance like in the previous study by Yu et al. (2018). However, this study has shown 

here that the DNA concentration can be lower than the criteria set by the manufacturer to get 

highly reproducible results. 

According to our results, the concentration limit should be lower for DBS samples which 

include only human DNA and have very few mismatches even on truly low DNA 

concentrations compared to buccal swab samples. Previously it has been shown that 

concentration can vary a lot for whole blood samples and still the genotyping accuracy is 

high in bovine samples and the results for DBS samples in this study are compatible with that 

(Sasaki et al., 2018). The only mismatches for DBS samples were for two DBS samples that 

had a single mismatch on the same assay on the same qPCR run. There was not any apparent 
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explanation for the mismatches but since those happened at the same time it will most 

probably be related to the preparation of that one qPCR run.  

Along with the poor sample quality, assays and genotyping technologies can have 

characteristics such that the separation of certain genotype clusters is difficult which leads to 

wrongly assigned genotypes. Two assay results differed a lot from the reference laboratory 

results. For the other assay the method used in this thesis could not separate two clusters and 

for the other assay it was the method used in the reference laboratory. If the clusters merge 

too much and do not separate, there is possibly non-specific binding of the probes and the 

assays could be re-designed, but there can also be GC-rich sequences where the assay 

designing is difficult because of the formation of the secondary structures (Musso et al., 

2006). The assay where one cluster was not distinct enough was rs1042028 and GC-content 

for the rs1042028 region is over 60 % (Yates et al., 2020). 

Precision nutrition and medicine are based on the tested biological properties of the 

individuals. Often the biological pathways are polygenic and testing more genes should give 

a better insight into individuals nutrition and medication but testing of hundreds of thousands 

of genes results in hundreds of wrong genotypes which questions the benefits of the large 

genotyping arrays. Using control samples for minor alleles and manually inspecting the 

cluster plots can help the genotyping but if there are thousands of cluster plots, the manual 

inspecting is almost impossible. 

Sequencing should have fewer wrong genotypes but there were few differences in this thesis 

with the Finnish DTC company which uses NGS. One mismatch was on rs429358 which has 

a high clinical significance having a strong association with Alzheimer’s Disease (Seripa et 

al., 2011). It has been shown in the previous study that NGS can give false positives or miss 

real positives, especially in the complex genome regions and these should be confirmed with 

the Sanger sequencing (Mu et al., 2016). For diagnostic gene tests the major findings should 

be confirmed with some other method like Sanger sequencing or qPCR. The possibility for 

genotyping errors in gene tests that are meant for preventive healthcare and sold directly to 

consumers are easier to accept than in diagnostic tests. Sanger sequencing would increase the 

genotyping costs and time remarkably and therefore would not likely replace NGS or gene 

arrays in many laboratories. Laboratories should clearly state the possible error-rate to 

consumers and explain how it affects the reliability of the results. 
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The participants of this thesis were all from the Finnish population and thus all had 

similarities in the genetic background. Not every possible allele was genotyped in the studied 

assays and thereby this study does not tell how well each individual TaqMan assay can 

distinguish the minor alleles when using the SmartChips. Further studies with bigger sample 

size and more divergent genetic background could help to find more possible problems with 

SmartChip genotyping using TaqMan assays. 

In conclusion, the sample type did not affect genotyping reproducibility, but the extracted 

sample quality did. Unfortunately, there was not enough DNA to measure the purity for all 

the samples, but there was a clear drop in qPCR performance for low-concentration samples. 

The results indicated also that the studied genotyping methods can have problems in the 

separation of the certain allele clusters. Overall, the reproducibility rates were 99.81 % and 

99.91 % for swab samples extracted with the Chemagic 360 and the DBS samples, 

respectively. For PureLink extracted swabs the reproducibility rate was 98.6 % but all the 

mismatches were from four low DNA concentration swabs. If the 14 swab samples that had 

the Qubit DNA concentration under 3 ng/µl are excluded, the reproducibility rate was 99.97 

%. That limit is much lower than the concentration criteria set by the SmartChip 

manufacturer. The reproducibility rate in this thesis is higher for qPCR genotyping than for 

genotyping in DTC companies using NGS or Illumina genotyping arrays. A major difference 

might be that the visual inspection and review of the genotyping is lacking. Automated 

genotyping requires much information about the studied SNPs and the participants to perform 

reliably and even then, the results might vary depending on the used algorithms. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 

Consent form in English 

I consent voluntarily to participate in this research about the reliability of different laboratory 

methods of SNP genotyping. I have read the research information sheet and I have had the 

opportunity to ask questions about the research and my questions about the research have 

been answered. I understand the purpose of the research. I am aware that my participation is 

voluntary, and I have the right to withdraw it at any time. I give my permission for the 

researcher to use my DNA samples in the research. Researcher handles the samples 

confidentially and according to privacy regulations. The results of my research samples are 

allowed to be used in scientific publications (Master’s thesis and possible scientific articles 

based on the thesis) in such a way that individual participants can not be identified. After the 

research, my DNA samples are destroyed, and my results are stored as long as it is necessary 

for publishing the results of the research. If I withdraw my participation my results are 

destroyed and cannot be included in the thesis or in the publications.  

 

There are two (2) copies of this consent form. One for the participant and one for the 

researcher. 

 

 

_____________ ______________________________________________________  

Date   Signature and name of the participant  

 

 

_____________ ______________________________________________________  

Date   Signature and name of the researcher 
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Appendix 2 

Consent form in Finnish 

Osallistun pro gradu -tutkielmaan, jossa testataan eri laboratoriomenetelmien vaikutusta SNP-

genotyyppauksen tulosten luotettavuuteen ja toistettavuuteen. Olen lukenut 

tutkimustiedotteen ja saanut tutkimuksesta riittävästi tietoa sekä ymmärtänyt tutkimuksen 

tarkoituksen. Olen tietoinen siitä, että osallistumiseni on vapaaehtoista ja että voin milloin 

tahansa halutessani keskeyttää sen. Annan tutkijalle luvan käyttää DNA-näytteitäni 

tutkimuksessa. Tutkija käsittelee aineistoa luottamuksellisesti ja tietosuojalainsäädännön 

mukaisesti. Tutkimustuloksiani saa käyttää tieteelliseen raportointiin (pro gradu -työhön ja 

sen pohjalta mahdollisesti tehtäviin julkaisuihin) sellaisessa muodossa, josta yksittäistä 

tutkittavaa ei voi tunnistaa. Tutkimuksen jälkeen DNA-näytteet hävitetään ja 

tutkimustuloksia säilytetään niin kauan kuin on tarpeellista tulosten julkaisemisen kannalta. 

Jos keskeytän osallistumiseni tutkimukseen, tutkimustulokset hävitetään, eikä niitä enää 

hyödynnetä tutkimuksessa tai julkaisuissa. 

  

Tätä suostumuslomaketta tehdään kaksi (2) kappaletta, yksi tutkittavalle ja yksi tutkijalle.  

 

_____________ ______________________________________________________  

Päivämäärä  Tutkittavan allekirjoitus ja nimenselvennys  

 

_____________ ______________________________________________________  

Päivämäärä  Tutkijan allekirjoitus ja nimenselvennys 
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Appendix 3 

Research information sheet in English 

Dear participant, 

My name is Miko Voutilainen and I study in the Master’s programme of microbiology and 

microbiological biotechnology in the University of Helsinki. My Master’s thesis is completed 

in Nordic Laboratories Oy. The objective of the thesis is to examine the reproducibility of the 

SNP (Single Nucleotide Polymorphism) gene tests using different laboratory methods. 

Supervisors for the thesis are Juha Matilainen, laboratory director in Nordic Laboratories and 

Pauliina Lankinen, university lecturer in the University of Helsinki. 

Participants give two buccal samples (Swab sample from the mucous layer of the cheek) and 

one blood spot sample from the tip of the finger. Samples are anonymised for the study. The 

research question is that are the genotyping results identical for the participant apart from the 

type of sample or DNA extraction method. The purpose of the research is to ensure that the 

SNP tests that Nordic Laboratories Oy offers are reliable. SNP gene tests give information 

about potential health risks and can be used in nutrition counselling, preventive healthcare or 

improving general health. The tests must be reliable. Results of the research can be utilized 

by the scientific community to evaluate the reliability and suitability of different laboratory 

methods for genetic testing. 

Anonymous samples are also sent to Johannesburg, South Africa to a partner laboratory 

(DNAlysis Biotechnology) of Nordic Laboratories Oy. DNA samples are also tested by 

DNAlysis to study if the results are identical using different laboratory methods. DNAlysis is 

operating as a reference laboratory on this research and results between the two laboratories 

are compared. 

The purpose of the research is not to treat any of the participants individually or as part of any 

reference group. Personal details are treated confidentially and are not included in the thesis 

or possible scientific publications.   

If you have any questions, please send them to the e-mail address below. 

Best regards, 

Miko Voutilainen 

Master’s student at microbiology and microbial biotechnology 

mikov@nordicgroup.eu 
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Appendix 4 

Research information sheet in Finnish 

Hei! 

Olen Miko Voutilainen ja opiskelen mikrobiologian ja mikrobibiotekniikan 

maisteriohjelmassa Helsingin yliopistossa. Teen pro gradu -tutkielmaani Nordic Laboratories 

Oy:ssä. Tutkielman tavoitteena on selvittää yrityksen SNP (Single Nucleotide 

Polymorphism)-geenitestien toistettavuutta eri metodein. Työn ohjaajina toimivat Nordic 

Laboratories Oy:n laboratoriojohtaja Juha Matilainen ja Helsingin yliopiston yliopistonlehtori 

Pauliina Lankinen.  

Tutkittavilta otetaan kaksi bukkaalista näytettä (puikolla posken limakalvolta) sekä 

sormenpään verinäyte. Näytteet anonymisoidaan tutkimuksen ajaksi. Tutkimuksessa pyritään 

selvittämään, ovatko tulokset yhteneväisiä riippumatta siitä, miten näyte on otettu ja miten 

näytteen DNA on eristetty. Tutkimus tehdään Nordic Laboratories Oy:n laboratoriossa 

käytössä olevien testausmenetelmien luotettavuuden ja toistettavuuden määrittämiseksi. 

Testien tulokset saattavat antaa tietoa testattavan mahdollisista terveysriskeistä ja niitä 

voidaan käyttää ravitsemusneuvonnassa, ennakoivassa terveydenhuollossa sekä yksilön 

yleisessä terveydentilan tai elämänlaadun kohottamisessa, joten testausmenetelmien 

luotettavuuden ja toistettavuuden määrittäminen on tärkeää. Lisäksi tutkimustulokset kertovat 

muulle tiedeyhteisölle eri laboratoriomenetelmien luotettavuudesta ja sopivuudesta 

geenitesteihin. 

Anonymisoituja näytteitä lähetetään myös Johannesburgiin, Etelä-Afrikkaan 

yhteistyölaboratorioon (DNAlysis Biotechnology), jossa näytteet myös testataan. 

Tutkielmassa selvitetään, ovatko tulokset yhteneväisiä molemmissa laboratorioissa, jotta 

saadaan selville, vaikuttavatko eri laboratorioiden erilaiset testausmenetelmät tuloksiin. 

DNAlysis on Nordic Laboratories Oy:n yhteistyölaboratorio, joka toimii tässä tutkielmassa 

referenssilaboratoriona, eli vertaamme Nordic Laboratories Oy:n tuloksia DNAlysis-

laboratorion saamiin tuloksiin. 

Tutkimuksessa ei käsitellä ketään näytteenantajaa yksilöllisesti eikä minkään viiteryhmän 

edustajana. Tutkittavien henkilötietoja käsitellään luottamuksellisesti, eikä niitä käytetä 

tutkielmassa tai mahdollisesti tehtävissä julkaisuissa. 

Jos mieleesi tulee jotain kysyttävää tutkimuksesta, ota yhteyttä sähköpostitse alla olevaan 

osoitteeseen. 

Terveisin, 

Miko Voutilainen 

Mikrobiologian ja mikrobibiotekniikan maisteriopiskelija 

mikov@nordicgroup.eu 
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